Sorption properties of hydrophobic organic chemicals to micro-sized polystyrene particles.
It has been reported that microplastics (MPs) have strong affinity for hydrophobic organic chemicals (HOCs) and can be ingested accidentally by aquatic organisms, posing a potential threat to the environment. To date, the sorption data used in modelling to clarify the mechanism were mostly obtained in varied sampling durations and regions from different works, which might cause inevitable deviation in modelling results. The current study aimed to illustrate the sorption properties of HOCs to the micro-sized polystyrene (PS). The sorption behaviors of HOCs to the PS were investigated at a certain pre-equilibrium status, and the theoretical analysis was taken into consideration. A bottle-shaped passive dosing system was designed to measure the concentration ratio of HOCs in different phases of the exposure suspension at a certain time (logaMP), including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) with logKow ranging from 3.17 to 10.20, between water and PS MPs with different dimensions (diameters of 100 nm, 1 μm and 2 μm, respectively). The calculated logaMP ranged from 3.73 to 8.34, and a positive correlation was found between logaMP and log1r0 (r0 is the MP radius). The results indicated that HOCs would diffuse into the PS particles, but the mass transfers inside the particles were slow and would be negligible in some environmental cases. Under theoretical considerations, the diffusion through the boundary layer of the particle was considered as the dominating process because it was fast, and the contributions of absorbed amounts on the particle surface were larger for smaller PS particles (i.e. 100-nm PS). This study could provide applicable data for further exploring the effects of micro-sized plastics on the HOCs in environmental samples.